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Circuit Stop: Horseshoe Southern Indiana 

  (Elizabeth, Ind.)  

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em 

Buy-in:  $250 

Date:   7 October 2018 

Entries: 167 

Prizepool: $33,389

 

KEVIN NYSTROM WINS 1ST GOLD RING 

Central-Indiana poker player pushes through tough final stretch to claim victory. 

Kevin Nystrom came away with his first World Series of Poker Circuit title at Horseshoe 
Southern Indiana after pushing through a tough final stretch that dipped into the wee 
hours of the night. All in all, the 33-year-old Warehouse Worker defeated a field of 167 
entries in Event #11: $250 No-Limit Hold'em to win a gold ring and $9,018. 

“It feels pretty awesome,” Nystrom said after his victory. “It was nice to have it in reach, 
then not tilt off after taking like five in a row.” 

When it got down to three players, Nystrom had a solid chip advantage but seemed to hit a 
wall. He could not get that next knockout to send it to heads-up. However, the Texas native 
kept his composure and got it done, holding true to his word. 

“I had been texting my friend, Becky who I play locally with near Central Indiana,” 
mentioned Nystrom. She was telling me that I definitely need to represent because there 
were four different people from our area down here… She had said ‘do well’ and I said, ‘I’m 
going to win it,’” 

Confidence can go a long way. It helped push Nystrom all the way to the winner’s circle, 
and, in the end, he certainly represented for the Central-Indiana crew. 

Although his hometown Circuit at Horseshoe Hammond begins next weekend, Nystrom will 
be missing a large chunk of it. Instead, he will be happily busy with father duties. The Peru, 
Indiana resident has a set of 5-year-old twins about to turn 6.  



 

 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Kevin Nystrom 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Dallas, Tex. 
Current Residence:   Peru, Ind. 

Age:     33 
Profession:    Warehouse Worker 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0
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FULL RESULTS 
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